A BETTER WAY TO UNLOAD & LOAD

Discover the benefits of the Destuff-IT™ Unloader & Restuff-IT™ Loaders!
Ergonomic assists for manually loading & unloading unpalletized product.

These innovative devices are unique to the market place. They are designed to aid workers who load and unload floor-loaded product in containers and trailers. Operators experience more throughput and greater handling capacity with less fatigue and muscle strain because of optimal positioning to the box wall.

It is common for a single person on a Destuff-IT™ to achieve a case rate in excess of 900 boxes per hour, depending on the size and weight of the box. Whether handling a single SKU or dozens, the Destuff-IT™ aids in getting boxes to the dock area for sorting and palletizing in an efficient manner.
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These self-propelled machines have an integrated DC powered dual travel drive and steering system capable of negotiating dock leveler slopes and transition plates to drive in & out of containers or trailers.

They are easily driven to serve multiple docks and are capable of integrating with and towing flexible conveyor sections.

The operator platform (500 lb capacity) can be raised to a height of 23 ¾" from the floor.
Unlike telescopic belt conveyors that deliver product at a fixed height and lack an operator platform, the Destuff-IT™ safely positions the operator and boxed product at the optimal height for efficient ergonomic transfer out of containers and trailers. With its onboard battery powered drive system, the Destuff-IT™ and flexible powered roller conveyor can easily be positioned at any dock door.

Robust welded steel construction, powder coated safety yellow, steerable dual drive system with urethane wheels, fork truck pockets and onboard charger ensure this unit is built to perform, even for multi-shift operations.

Whether the objective is to reduce injury or improve productivity, the Destuff-IT™ is an excellent solution. With proven productivity gains that not only reduce unload time, but also reduce or eliminate demurrage charges, standby charges and drop trailer charges, the Destuff-IT™ can also reduce the number of doors needed for the unload operation with more trailer turns per door.

The Destuff-IT™ helps meet the needs of professionals in the supply chain such as health and safety, operations and general management. Many national companies with multi-shift operations and numerous distribution centers have conducted time studies with the Destuff-IT™ and over and over again, the unit exceeds the expectations.

“ The ROI on our investment was approximately 9 months and over a consecutive three years, our logistics departments have experienced an 82 percent reduction in lost-time accidents and a comparable decrease in [worker compensation] expenses.” George Soleas, Executive Vice President, LCBO
Both Destuff-IT™ and Restuff-IT™ machines are manufactured by Engineered Lifting Systems & Equipment Inc. and are designed to be ergonomic aids with features that enhance manual unloading and loading of floor-loaded product in containers & trailers.

Since 1971, Engineered Lifting Systems & Equipment Inc. (ELS) has provided standard and custom overhead material lifting systems and equipment on time and on budget, while exceeding the expectations of our domestic and international customers.

In short, we make difficult jobs seem easy.

Our sales staff is knowledgeable and available to assist you in determining the solution to your material handling and lifting equipment needs. Contact us today at 1-800-263-9823 for more information.